












Brands and
Services

Description Remarks

In & Out Stores Customer convenience stores at Retail Outlets

323 In & Out stores with
aggregate retailing space of
187,631 sq. ft. Sales grew
by 41% to Rs. 1092 million.

Quick Service
Retail Outlets

ROs with tie-up swith food chains like McDonalds, Pizza
Hut, Nirulas etc

Total turnover of Rs. 249
million, a growth of 40%.

Rural marketing
vehicles

Spot LPG refueling to reach out to village customers

E-Charge
Convenience of purchasing recharge cards of the cellular
company and denomination of his choice at any point of
time

Customer
Relations Centre

LPG consumers’ forum for giving feedback and obtaining
clarification

The CRCs are in each district

Carnet Card

Identification Card, which allows purchase of fuel at
airports and ad hoc locations with convenience This card
gives the private operator the convenience of a
nationwide accepted card, which is accepted at many
non-BPCL locations as well.

Reticulated LPG
system

Supply of LPG through pipeline network from a
centralized cylinder bank or bulk installation to the
customer's kitchen

Products and Services*
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Awards and Recognition

?Golden Peacock Environment Management Gold Award 2008 to Mumbai Refinery by World Environment 

Foundation, UK, under the large manufacturing category

?Safety Innovation Award 2007 to Kochi Refinery by the Institution of Engineers (India)

?Gold Award in Petroleum refinery sector to Kochi Refinery by the Greentech Foundation for outstanding 

achievement in safety management

?Environment Management Gold Award 2007 to Mumbai Refinery by the Greentech Foundation

?Best Performance of Safety Committee Award 2007 to Kochi Refinery by the National Safety Council, Kerala 

Chapter

?Environment Management Award 2007 to Cherlapally LPG plant by Foundation for Advancement of 

Science and Technology (FAST)

?Punjab State Safety Award to Lalru LPG plant by Labor Department, Punjab, for largest reduction in 

frequency rate of accident in chemical industry

?Kerala State Pollution Control Excellence Award to Kochi Refinery for making substantial and sustained 

effort in pollution control among large scale industries.

?Oil Industry Safety Award Second prize to Numaligarh Refinery in Refinery Sector

?National Energy Conservation Award 2007 Silver Award to Numaligarh Refinery by the Bureau of Energy 

Efficiency under the Ministry of Power, India. 
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Mr. Ashok Sinha, C&MD, receiving the Asian CSR Award from the hands of
 Dr. Noelen Heyzer, Under Secretary General of UN and Executive Secretary of ESCAP.



Mr. G.S. Baveja, GM (HSE), receiving the award 
for Excellent Water Efficient Unit Award 2007, 

awarded by CII

?TERI Corporate Environmental Excellence Award for 2007 and 2008 to Numaligarh Refinery for consecutive 

years.

?All India National Safety Council Award to Manmad and Borkhedi Retail units

?British Safety Council Award to Piyala LPG and Tondiarpet Lubes installation under the International Safety 

Scheme

?Ramakrishna Bajaj National Quality Special Award 2007 to Mumbai Refinery for highest recognition in the 

manufacturing category

?Petrofed Oil and Gas Marketing Company of the Year Award to BPCL for excellence in enhancing 

performance and customer base while being responsible with stringent of health, safety and environment 

norms.

?Excellent Water Efficient Unit Award-Beyond the Fence Award 2007 to BPCL at National Awards for 

Excellence in Water Management, conducted by Confederation of Indian industries.

?Quest for Excellence Award in the large manufacturing category in the World Class Winners of the 

International Asia Pacific Quality Awards 2008. BPCL is the first Indian oil company to win this award.

?Asian Corporate Social Responsibility Award 2008 to BPCL for ‘Boond-III’ project in the Environmental 

Excellence Category by Asian Institute of Management with Intel. 
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Mr. George Paul, GM (Brand and ARB) and 
Mr. Irfan Khan, TM (Retail) Delhi,  receiving the 

Readers’ Digest Most Trusted Brand Award 2008 
for BPCL’s premium brands and loyalty programs. 



th
! Erstwhile Burmah Shell in India was taken over by the Government of India on 24  January 1976 and 

was rechristened as Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL). 

! Ours was the first company to process the newly found indigenous crude at Bombay High.  

! We are India’s second largest oil company, ranked 287th among the Global Fortune 500 companies.  

! We are proud employers of 14025 individuals and also provide employment to thousands of 

contract workers across the nation.  

! We have two refineries at Mahul and Kochi with an annual  refining capacity of 12 MMT and 7.5 

MMT, respectively. Our subsidiary at Numaligarh, has a capacity of 3 MMT per annum.

! We have a nationwide network of 12 installations, 126 depots, 48 LPG bottling plants, 22 aircraft 

filling stations, 8251 retail outlets (ROs) and 2137 LPG distributors. NRL has 108 retail outlets of its 

own.

BPCL at a glance
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Organization Structure

In line with our Vision* to  maximize competitive advantage and to broaden our business footprint the organization has 
been structured around six Strategic Business Units (SBUs). Entities play a vital role in facilitating, synchronizing and 
coordinating business activities. 

*Please visit our corporate website for our Vision statements at http://www.bharatpetroleum.com/corporate/corporate_vision.asp
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Product Profile

Products from BPCL and their uses

! Major products from our refineries are Motor Spirit (Euro II, III), LPG, ATF, raw petroleum coke, calcined 

petroleum coke and naphtha, Sulphur, SKO, Diesel (Euro II,III), aromatics (Benzene and Toluene)

! Our other products are Bitumen, 380 cst Fuel Oil, and BMCG and Furnace oil

! We have over 300 grades of lubricants available over 500 different packaging formats catering to the needs of 

our industrial and automotive customers
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Strategy

Our 2007 Sustainability Report outlined our strategy of More Energy, Sure Energy and Responsible Energy. In line with this 

strategy, and as an integral part of the crucial energy sector, we are expanding our energy portfolio in a way that can ensure 

that the energy needs of the country are satisfied in a sustainable manner, thereby promoting economic growth. We are 

convinced that this approach results in creating business value which in turn helps make BPCL a highly competitive 

organization.  

Our focus on producing more energy in a responsible manner that ensures steady and secure supplies is also aligned with 

the current and emerging trends in the oil and gas sector.  The World Energy Outlook 2008 (WEO 2008), released recently, 

emphasizes that the future of human prosperity depends on how successfully two central energy challenges facing the 

world today can be tackled:

! Securing the supply of reliable and affordable energy; 

! Effecting a rapid transformation to a low-carbon, efficient and environmentally benign system of energy supply

Our core strategy focuses on a concept of More Energy, Secure Energy and Responsible Energy.

More Energy 

According to the WEO 2008, fossil fuels will account for 80% of the world’s primary energy mix in 2030 in the Reference 

Scenario with oil remaining the dominant fuel, though demand for coal will rise more than demand for any other fuel in 

absolute terms. Due to continuing strong economic growth, China and India are expected to account for just over half of the 

increase in world primary energy demand between 2006 and 2030. 

In India, fossil fuels, mainly oil and gas are the dominant energy 

sources constituting 45% of total energy consumption. Total 

domestic energy demand is projected to increase fivefold in 

the next 25 years, accounting for 12% of world energy demand. 

To maintain an average growth rate of 8%, an almost tenfold 

increase in energy capacity is required. During the last few 

years energy demand has been increasing with the growing 

population but the energy supply has increased at a slower 

pace. 
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As the world’s fifth largest energy consumer, India registered a 7.6% growth in domestic demand for petroleum products in 

2007-08. With domestic crude oil production stagnant at a level of 34 million tonnes per annum, imports rose by 9% during 

the year. In this context, BPCL has been focusing on producing more energy through a dual approach:

Increasing processing efficiency and crude portfolio of existing refineries

The current installed refining capacity of BPCL stands at 22.5 Million metric tonnes per annum (MMTPA). (This is excluding 3 

MMTPA of its subsidiary NRL) . During the year, the aggregate refinery throughput at our refineries in Mumbai and Kochi, 

along with the subsidiary company,NRL, was 23.52 Million metric tonnes (MMT), as against 22.28 MMT in the previous year. 

This was possible on account of all the three refineries achieving their highest level of crude processing in a single financial 

year. 

Also the Mumbai refinery can now process 71 different types of crudes while the Kochi refinery has added 3 more types of 

crude oils to its oil processing basket.

Increasing refining capacity through capacity expansion of existing refineries and establishing new refineries

Investments are being made in capacity expansion and modernization projects at our refineries. The installed refining 

capacity of BPCL is slated to go up to 24 MMTPA after the completion of the capacity expansion and modernization project 

currently underway at Kochi refinery.  This will be further augmented with the setting up of a 6 MMTPA refinery at Bina in 

the state of Madhya Pradesh, India. This refinery is a Rs. 103.78 billion project which is slated for commissioning in 

December 2009 and will help BPCL meet the requirements of the key markets in central and northern India. 

Secure Energy

India imports more than 70% of its oil since the production of crude oil has been stagnant leading to dependency on crude 

oil imports. Increasing consumption and increases in oil price would add more pressure to the current account deficit. The 

security of supplies is being threatened due to two main reasons:

! The energy supply is vulnerable to geopolitical tensions with energy suppliers and energy transit countries;

! IEA findings of a detailed field-by-field analysis of the historical production trends of 800 fields reveal that 

though globally oil resources are plentiful but field-by field production declines in oil production are 

accelerating. Supplies of easily accessible oil and natural gas will probably no longer keep up with demand 

after 2015. Even if oil demand remains static over next 22 years, the world needs to increase the production by 

around 45 million barrels per day (bpd). 

With a view to securing its crude oil and natural gas requirements, BPCL initiated its venture into the upstream Exploration 

& Production sector in 2006 through its fully owned subsidiary company, BPRL. This strategic move was made keeping in 

mind that entry into the upstream arena would enable BPCL to realize the benefits of vertical integration and hedge its price 

risks. Presently, BPRL has participating interests in 24 exploration blocks; all of these being in consortium with other 

partners. Out of these blocks, 8 blocks are in India and 16 are abroad.

Given the nature of the oil exploration business, it will be some time before the results of the investments made will be 

known. In addition to carrying on the planned work program, BPRL has been looking for promising opportunities across the 

world. BPRL, in association with Videocon Industries Limited (VIL), has entered into an agreement to buy the entire stake of 

Encana Brasil Petroleo Limitada. With this, BPRL and VIL will farm into 10 offshore exploration blocks in Brazil. Similarly, 

BPRL and VIL have together farmed into an exploration block in Mozambique. 
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Both these deals will be completed after receipt of the necessary statutory clearances. New opportunities are being 

evaluated in countries/region like West Africa, Brazil, South-East Asia (excluding India), etc. Armed with a well balanced 

portfolio of assets, BPRL has drawn up ambitious plans with a committed investment of Rs. 15 billion on the projects on 

hand and ultimately aspires to be an operator. 

Responsible Energy

Climate change and energy poverty are two of the major issues plaguing the world today. As per the WEO 2008 current 

global trends in energy supply and consumption are unsustainable and nothing short of an energy revolution is needed. 

Tackling Climate change 

The IEA estimates that on current trends, energy-related CO emissions are set to increase by 45% between 2006 and 2030, 2 

reaching 41 Gt. Three-quarters of the increase will arise in China, India and the Middle East, and 97% in non-OECD countries 

as a whole. Further, the biggest single contributor to global emissions over the next two decades is likely to be the use of 

coal - the world's second- most important fuel after oil, accounting for 26% of energy demand. Stabilizing greenhouse gas 

(GHG)concentration at 550 ppm of CO -equivalent, which would limit the temperature increase to about 3°C, would require 2

emissions to rise to no more than 33 Gt in 2030 and to fall in the longer term. The share of low-carbon energy – hydropower, 

nuclear, biomass, other renewables and fossil-fuel power plants equipped with carbon capture and storage (CCS) – in the 

world primary energy mix would need to expand from 19% in 2006 to 26% in 2030. This would call for investment equal to 

0.2% of annual world GDP. The scale of the challenge in limiting GHG concentration to 450 ppm of CO -eq, which would 2

involve a temperature rise of about 2°C, is much greater.

In such a scenario, the energy sector will have to play the central role in tackling climate change and contributing in the 

transition to a low-carbon economy. Accordingly, BPCL has chalked out its climate change strategy very clearly which 

includes the following elements:

! Strengthening energy security

! Increase refining position

! Setting up of LPG/CNG/LNG terminals

! Setting up of AutoLPG/CNG dispensing stations

! Strengthening retail stations/positions/services

! Laying cross country pipelines

! Using Oil Industry common carrier cross country pipeline for supplies

! R&D for alternate fuels (e.g. Bio-diesel, Hydrogen cells)

! Developing renewable energy sources, eg. Windmills / solar cells

! Forming joint venture for setting up of Bio-diesel value chain

Some of the major initiatives which are designed to augment BPCL’s fossil fuel businesses by focusing on emerging frontier 

technologies in the field of energy include the following:

Renewables

With a view to meet these expectations, BPCL has made ambitious plans in terms of diversifying into other related areas. In 

its quest to achieve sustainable development, BPCL has entered the biodiesel value chain in a big way. One of the first 

projects being undertaken in the state of Uttar Pradesh would ultimately involve the plantation of jatropha plants in 1 

million acres of wasteland and production of 1 million tonnes of biodiesel with employment being generated for 1 million 

people by the year 2015. With the State Government of Uttar Pradesh supporting the project and cost of saplings, including 
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cost of plantation being released from the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme, the project has taken off on a 

promising note. A new company, Bharat Renewable Energy Limited (BREL) has been incorporated as a joint venture with 

Nandan Biomatrix Limited and Shapoorji Pallonji Co Limited, which will be responsible for the collection and crushing of 

jatropha fruits, esterification etc. The total investment in the project is expected to be in the order of Rs. 22 billion. Success 

in this area can make a major contribution towards substitution of fossil fuels to the extent of the biodiesel produced. Also, 

this can be a means of providing the rural population with “green collar jobs” that yield employment and income generation 

opportunities on a sustained basis. BPCL is exploring the possibility of initiating similar projects in other states.

BPCL is also focusing attention on other renewable sources of energy. A 1 MW capacity grid connected solar farm is being 

set up in the state of Punjab. The objective is to generate electricity and make it available to the state grid. Given the climatic 

conditions prevailing in many parts of the country, experts believe that India is well positioned to generate significant 

amounts of solar energy. Tapping of this potential can go a long way in meeting the energy needs of the country in a clean 

and sustainable manner, therefore BPCL would like to contribute in this endeavor. Based on the results achieved in the pilot 

project, BPCL will further undertake similar projects at other locations.

BPCL has recently developed a prototype fuel cell based energy system using hydrogen as the fuel. The project involves the 

production of hydrogen by electrolysis of alkaline water. The hydrogen produced is supplied to a proton exchange 

membrane fuel cell, which in turn generates power. While the project is only a prototype, commercialization of the 

technology offers the potential for generation of clean, renewable and regenerative energy with the added benefits of 

reducing noise and air pollution. These initiatives are in addition to our ongoing efforts to generate power by setting up 

windmills at different locations. These efforts will contribute to generating renewable sources of power which can be used 

for meeting BPCL’s captive requirements. We have also entered into an agreement with the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), 

Bangalore in the frontier area of nanotechnology. The initiative encompasses understanding the role of additives at nano 

levels, which would help our R & D scientists to produce tailor-made cutting oils for different types of machining of metals. 

The agreement also envisages evaluation of new nanomaterials for adsorption of clean gaseous fuels like natural gas and 

hydrogen for use in the transport sector.   

Entry into these non-conventional areas is driven by our strong belief that these offer great potential in meeting the 

country’s growing energy needs. 
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Tackling energy poverty 

Access to secure, reliable and affordable energy & energy products is a challenge for emerging economies. More than 40% 
of India’s population or over 400 million people, mostly in rural areas, lack access to electricity. The country has a target of 
providing electric power for the nation by the year 2012, and the National Electricity Policy envisions raising the per capita 
availability of electricity by nearly 50%. Although the country has made significant progress towards the augmentation of its 
power infrastructure, still assured electricity is a dream for millions.  BPCL is making an attempt to integrate its economic 
and social agendas so that sustainable development of alternate energy sources for reducing energy poverty is achieved. 
Taking advantage of India’s solar potential, we are collaborating with IISc in the development of a new generation of solar 
photovoltaics. This project involves new generation of solar cells with new materials with higher efficiencies compared to 
conventional silicon solar cells. 

Tackling water poverty

As the most essential life-sustaining substance and the most critical input to economies around the globe, water is the only 
commodity that has absolutely no substitute at any price. Yet for many parts of the world, securing clean drinking water is a 
serious problem. Population growth and water usage are already straining current water supplies as surface water supplies 
are polluted and groundwater supplies, which make up 99% of available freshwater, are mined beyond their natural rate of 
replenishment. The United Nations estimates that in the near future two-thirds of all countries will be "water stressed" with 
1.8 billion people suffering from "absolute water scarcity." In emerging economies, the lack of clean water and inadequate 
sanitation is the leading cause of child mortality, and as per the UN estimates by 2015 at least $24 billion needs to be spent 
on drinking water systems and $142 billion on sanitation technologies globally. Global climate change further exacerbates 
the supply issue as climatic changes disrupt weather patterns causing drought and desertification. 

Realizing that the water problem was looming large, BPCL initiated several water conservation projects, including Project 
Boond.
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Stakeholder Engagement 

The achievement of sustainable development goals requires interaction with various stakeholders– be it locally, nationally 

or internationally. In this context, we work in a constant process of interaction with many different stakeholder groups, 

including the Government of India, investors, business partners, industry bodies, regulators, customers, suppliers, 

employees, transporters, local communities and non-governmental organizations. We consider engagement to be key to 

fostering mutual understanding, trust and cooperation on material issues with our stakeholders.   

Systematic stakeholder dialogue

We therefore systematically seek out dialogue with our stakeholders. Engagement takes several forms, with active and 

differentiated communication with various stakeholder groups being the hallmark of our engagement process. Also, the 

engagement is multi-layered being local, national or international based on the location of the stakeholders. We see it as an 

opportunity to adapt to new requirements at an early stage, avoid the associated risks and explore opportunities. The 

process acts as a catalyst to drive our sustainability agenda and has enabled the company to take greater account of a wide 

range of issues in its planning and decision making. It is on this bedrock of trust, core competencies, innovation and 

partnership that we have built our aspiration to be a leader in every business segment we operate in.

While the specific details of engagement with the different stakeholders are available in the relevant sections, a brief 

snapshot of the stakeholders and their issues addressed has been delineated below:

Government, Other Investors and Business Partners

The Government of India (GoI) is the most significant stakeholder for BPCL since it is a pubic sector enterprise and GoI’s 

shareholding is about 55%. We engage with GoI through the Ministry of Petroluem and Natural Gas (MoP&NG) on many 

fronts notably:

! Business planning in alignment with MoP&NG directives, including regulatory bodies

! Management planning in alignment with GoI directives. e.g. Public Grievance Redressal, Monopolies and 

Restrictive Trade Practices, Right to Information Act, etc.

! Representation on various boards and committees e.g. Hydrogen Corpus Fund, Biofuels, etc.

! Replies to queries raised in the Parliament

For the other investors and business partners regular meetings are held with their representatives to take note of their 

inputs. 

Industry Bodies

BPCL is actively engaged in public policy advocacy through representation on various 

technical and advisory committees for formulation of technical standards and  

specifications including safety standards. Some examples include:

! Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) on Hydrocarbons at MoP&NG

! Chairman of Working Group on “Value of Quality Giveaway” constituted by CHT under the guidance of MoP&NG

! Various sub-committees constituted by Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB)

! Various committees of Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)

! Principal Panelist in Steering Committee of Oil Industry Safety Directorate (OISD)

! Member of Safety Council of OISD under MoP&NG.

! Member of Personal and Administration Committee of Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Petroleum Technology
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Customers

Our customer facing business units have embarked on an ambitious programme to interact regularly with the various 

categories of customers they serve, such as B2B and B2C. To meet this objective, the SBUs and their customer facing units 

conduct interactive programmes, workshops, discussions and campaigns to interact with customers. 

Suppliers 

Our suppliers are numerous and widely distributed across the country. Wedded to its values of ‘Integrity in Thought and 

Action’, BPCL took a significant step in its quest to enhance transparency and good governance by signing the Integrity Pact 

Program (IPP) with Transparency Internal this year. BPCL entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with Transparency 

International India on 10th January, 2008 for implementation of the IPP. IEMs have also been appointed to oversee the 

process of implementation and presentations have been made to a cross section of vendors (contractors/suppliers) in 

various SBUs/Entities to familiarize them with the Program. 

Employees

Employees are another key stakeholder group and various issues raised by them are addressed by the HRS. In case their 

grievances are not suitably addressed, they are entitled to take up their concerns with the Employee Satisfaction 

Enhancement Cell (this is discussed later in the report).  

Transporters

The truck transporters form a vital link for the off-take of products from our locations spread across the country. Regular 

safety classes are arranged for the truck crew and information is imparted by way of safety clinics conducted by our 

locations. The refinery and marketing groups sit with transporters to seek their feedback on various aspects like availability 

of facilities like drinking water, toilets etc. 

Community 

Over the years, BPCL has developed a mature approach to interacting with communities. Communities are selected on the 

basis of their socio-economic circumstances and their needs identified through discussions with local stakeholders. Local 

NGOs that are familiar and adept at working with these communities are identified to carry out work with the communities 

on behalf of BPCL. The activities are regularly monitored by our officials. In addition, our employees often go on visits to 

participate with the people. We provide medical benefits, vocational training, conduct workshops on health matters, 

construction of necessary infrastructural facilities, etc. 

Dealers and Distributors 

Dealers and Distributors are core to conducting our business smoothly. We have nearly 10000 Dealers and LPG distributors 

spread across the country serving our large customers base.  Regular feedbacks are taken from our dealers and distributors 

about local market, customer complaints, challenges they face  etc. and necessary actions are taken. 
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Materiality Discussion

At BPCL, materiality analysis is crucial for deciding significant issues for the business. Broadly, significant issues for BPCL are 

those that impact the organization or are relevant in one or more of the following ways:

! GoI and MoP&NG directives;

! Direct short-term financial performance;

! The company’s ability to deliver on its strategy and policies;

! Best practices exhibited by peers;

! Stakeholder behaviour and concerns; 

! Societal norms, particularly where linked to possible future regulation.

Although currently no formal process has been constituted for conducting this analysis, there are several informal internal 

processes that help delineate issues of significance to the organization. The key steps involved in the above internal 

processes for determining materiality at BPCL are the following :

The material issues for BPCL are:

! H igher refining capacity and improved capacity utilization

! Secure supply of crude

! Diversified energy portfolio 

! Safety

! Climate change

! Affordable energy services

! Community development

Material issues are discussed at various levels of the organization, such as at SBU and Entity level, management council level 

and at the highest level. The ouput of the internal materiality analysis is discussed at the highest level of our organization, 

the Apex Council, comprising of the C&MD and Directors. These material areas have influenced the development of our 

strategy. We plan to articulate sustainability goals based on relevant issues under each area in the future. 

Identify issues of concern: 

Based on analysis of the 

sectoral, geographical and 

entity context.

Assess issues identified: 

Informed by diverse 

perspectives through internal 

and external dialogue

Identify and focus on 

priority areas defined by 

internal analysis.
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